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ABSTRACT
Motivated by existing cabled seismic land-streamer designs, we develop a distributed
acoustic sensing (DAS) land-streamer system for high-resolution near-surface seismic
data acquisition. The system consists of a DAS interrogator unit (IU), fiber optic cable
attached beneath a fire-hose assembly for environmental isolation and improved fiber-
ground coupling, and a vehicle-mounted accelerated weight-drop source. The DAS
land streamer is easily deployed and towed along the ground surface, allowing for
spatially dense data acquisition. We present two field tests with the developed hard-
ware to evaluate the DAS land-streamer performance. The first test investigates the
effects of hose weight on the surface-deployed fiber and shows that this approach im-
proves fiber-ground coupling and leads to improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The
second test demonstrates that the DAS land streamer records waveforms with similar
phase and moveouts as those recorded by horizontal geophones, but offers a higher
native spatial density advantage than standard geophone arrays, leading to spatially
dense waveforms, improved SNR after post-processing, and superior surface-wave ac-
quisition. Our findings suggest that a DAS land streamer is a promising alternative to
traditional geophone-based surveys and may offer several advantages including faster
survey acquisition speed and lower field costs due to reduced acquisition hardware
requirements. However, methodological limitations include recording a single hori-
zontal ground-motion component, a dependence on favorable fiber-ground coupling
conditions, and the upfront cost of IU procurement. A DAS land streamer may be use-
ful in numerous subsurface applications, including multi-channel analysis of surface
waves (MASW) or surface-wave inversion for geophysical, geological, geotechnical,
and environmental investigations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Near-surface seismic methods are useful for detecting and characterizing geohazards (Tran and Sperry, 2018; Jiang et al., 2020),
evaluating infrastructure (Martı́nez and Mendoza, 2011), undertaking geological mapping (Inazaki et al., 2001), as well as numerous
other applications. Periodic seismic monitoring is used to examine infrastructure health over calendar time and effectively serves
as an early-warning system against structural deterioration and potential catastrophic failure. High-resolution seismic surveys are
commonly used to image shallow subsurface features in geological, engineering, and environmental investigations (e.g., Miller and
Steeples, 1994; Al-Anezi, 2015; Sun et al., 2022). However, a common feature of these surveys is that they require densely spaced
sources and receivers distributed over generally short acquisition spreads, resulting in time-consuming (and therefore expensive)
manual planting of geophones and frequent movement of acquisition cable spreads.

Over the past decades, the aforementioned survey inefficiencies motivated the development of seismic “land-streamer” systems
(van der Veen and Green, 1998) comprised of a towable geophone array connected through a cabling assembly to an seismograph
acquisition system. Seismic land streamers have been used for data acquisition in urban areas to address a variety of subsurface
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challenges. Inazaki (1999) and van der Veen et al. (2001) developed and successfully applied towed land-streamer systems for high-
resolution shallow shear-wave reflection surveying. Ivanov et al. (2006) and Inazaki and Nakanishi (2009) used similar systems for
detailed near-surface fault imaging while Inazaki et al. (2005) applied a similar methodology for near-surface cavity and tunnel
detection. Suarez and Stewart (2008) and Hanafy (2022) compared field data sets from conventional near-surface geophone and
land-streamer setups and found that the data sets are of comparable quality.

While the geophone-based land streamers demonstrably save acquisition time and can provide data of similar quality to tra-
ditional acquisition techniques, they are limited by the maximum towable length due to the weight and bulk of associated instru-
mentation (e.g., geophones, digitizers) and signal communication cabling. This, in turn, limits the available channel count and
sensor density, which adversely affects spatial resolution. Additionally, the sometimes poor geophone-ground coupling can lead to
suboptimal signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

Distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) offers a relatively new modality for near-surface seismic acquisition. DAS interrogator
units (IUs) transform lightweight fiber optic cables into a dense array of seismic sensors and allow for deployments with sub-
meter spatial and kiloHertz (kHz) temporal sampling (Parker et al., 2014). DAS is used in various seismic imaging applications
including natural hazard detection (Hudson et al., 2021), natural resource exploration (He et al., 2022; Martuganova et al., 2022),
and urban structural health monitoring (Yuan et al., 2021). Mestayer et al. (2011), Mateeva et al. (2012), and Correa et al. (2017)
demonstrated that DAS vertical seismic profiling (VSP) surveys have potential to provide similar - or even superior - quality data
sets compared to VSP conventional geophone acquisition. Fernández-Ruiz et al. (2020) showed the promising performance of low-
frequency (<1 Hz) DAS recording when compared to broadband seismometers. However, most favorable comparisons between
geophone and DAS-based acquisition are made with permanent and downhole fiber installations, which enable near-perfect elastic
coupling to the surrounding earth. Obtaining favorable matches between geophone and DAS data acquired using temporary surface
deployments of horizontal fiber remains technically challenging due to the often-poor fiber-ground coupling and the associated
loss in data quality. Nonetheless, Spikes et al. (2019) demonstrated that DAS with helically wound cables can acquire near-surface
reflection seismic data comparable to conventional geophones when laying fiber cables on the surface. Similarly, Mjehovich et al.
(2023) showed that adequate sensitivity to dynamic strain can be achieved in stationary rapid surface deployments of DAS fiber
under self-gravity fiber-ground coupling conditions.

Given the limitations of cabled geophone systems and the growing prominence of DAS technology, we posit that a next-
generation DAS land streamer can be designed to acquire usable seismic data with natively high spatial sampling rates. The
successful development may offer the potential for faster overall survey acquisition speed and smaller field survey crews due
to reduction in bulk of associated hardware. However, such a system must overcome key technical challenges, first and foremost
being the ability to consistently achieve adequate fiber-ground elastic coupling for rapid horizontal DAS deployment scenarios.

Motivated by the potential for more efficient near-surface seismic investigations, the work presented herein describes the
development and testing of a towed DAS land streamer using armored fiber cable weighted down by fire hoses to improve fiber-
ground coupling and provide environmental shielding. We first present our overall DAS land-streamer design and some of the key
technologies used in its development. We then report the findings of two trial field deployments. The first test investigates the
effects of additive hose weight on the fiber and the resulting improvement in fiber-ground coupling. The second test compares
seismic waveforms recorded on the DAS land streamer and conventional horizontal geophone acquisition systems in terms of
shot-record quality, measured frequency content, and the extracted frequency-velocity dispersion curves. We then conclude with a
brief discussion highlighting possible future improvements in the DAS land-streamer acquisition system and our thoughts on the
potential implications for geological, geotechnical, and environmental investigations.

2 THEORY

In seismic data acquisition, the term “streamer” typically refers to marine acquisition scenarios where a group of hydrophones is
towed behind a vessel and connected to central seismic acquisition units through wiring housed within the towing cable itself. In
the land seismic equivalent, a streamer represents an array of geophones designed to be towed along the ground surface. The setup
generally includes sturdy cables (van der Veen et al., 2001) or hose (Miller et al., 2003) with an array of takeouts for the geophone
units. Individual geophone units consist of spikeless geophones mounted on a housing platform, generally a steel base-plate attached
to the towed cable.

Our proposed DAS land streamer represents an extension of conventional seismic land streamers that incorporates DAS-based
fiber acquisition technology. Our system tows a weighted fiber cable along the ground surface by an acquisition vehicle, as shown
in Figure 1. The tow setup includes a six-strand armored optical fiber cable (manufactured by OCC) attached to multiple sections
of fire hose, each 5.1 cm (2.0 in) diameter and 15.2 m (50.0 ft) long, that are connected through standard metallic screw adaptors
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and mounted to the acquisition vehicle’s trailer hitch or connected to the tow-bar frame. The hose assembly serves two purposes:
(1) to weigh down the cable to improve fiber-ground coupling and thereby the quality of recorded waveforms; and (2) to isolate the
fiber optic cable from external environmental disturbances, such as wind.

We record DAS land-streamer data using a Treble DAS interrogator unit (IU) from Terra15 Technologies (Perth, Australia).
This IU has a broadband recording capability (0.01 Hz to 4.0 kHz) and like other DAS IUs uses the principle of Rayleigh backscat-
tering to effectively turn the fiber optic cable into a sensitive strain gauge (Lindsey and Martin, 2021). When laser pulses are
transmitted through the fiber optic cable, they encounter imperfections along its length, which backscatter energy that is measured
at the IU to generate a unique “stationary fingerprint” of the fiber at the time of the laser pulse. Seismic waves passing through the
ground to which the fiber is elastically coupled measurably strain the fiber, leading to changes in the fingerprint pattern that can be
processed to generate seismic-like data through a process analogous to a distributed interferometry system.

The Terra15 Treble IU uses a novel optical measurement design that acquires a “deformation-rate” quantity (Frisken et al.,
2019) rather than the strain-rate value typical of other interrogators. Under idealistic fiber-ground elastic coupling conditions
(Sidenko et al., 2020), this unique measurement is theoretically equivalent to the single component of ground particle velocity
oriented along the fiber axis direction. The measured quantity,

ṽ(x, t) =

∫ x

0

ϵ̇(u, t) du, (1)

effectively represents the integral of the strain rate ϵ̇ from the interrogation point (at u = 0) to point u = x on the fiber, where t and
u respectively represent time and an auxiliary spatial integration variable, and the tilde symbol on ṽ emphasizes that the measured
quantity is only equivalent to the true particle velocity of ground motion when the elastic fiber-ground coupling conditions are
met. This native deformation-rate data type enables “gauge-free” operation, meaning that a gauge length (GL) need not be defined
at the time of data acquisition. Rather, deformation-rate data can be converted post-acquisition to a strain-rate equivalent using a
user-defined GL, which can be as short as 0.8 m in GL-based filters or a selection of other filters (Yang et al., 2022) that provide
the equivalent of an along-fiber spatial first derivative (e.g., a high-order finite-difference operator).

Figure 1 illustrates the design and deployment of the developed DAS land streamer for the Test 2 trials described below.
Figure 1a shows the fiber cable attached via duct tape to the underside of the hose assembly. The deployed horizontal geophones
of the cabled seismic acquisition system are located approximately 1.0 m to the right. Figure 1b shows the R.T. Clark PEG-40
accelerated weight drop source and the DAS land streamer mounted on the towing vehicle. Figure 1c depicts the towed DAS
land-streamer system deployed in the field to form a 72.0 m-long streamer.

3 EXPERIMENTS

3.1 Field Test 1: Ground-Fiber coupling

Wave amplitudes and frequencies recorded by seismic instruments are influenced by a variety of factors including the energy
spectrum of the source, ground attenuation, instrument-ground coupling, and the frequency response of the acquisition system. For
DAS seismic land-streamer surveying, achieving consistently sufficient fiber-ground coupling enables recording ground motion
with higher fidelity, whereas poor fiber-ground coupling results in significant amplitude and frequency distortions.

To investigate the effects of the hose weight on fiber-ground coupling, we conducted a field test at a site covering both a com-
pacted gravel parking lot and natural grass-covered sandy-clay soil area. Figure 2a presents a simplified sketch of the experimental
survey geometry. We installed two parallel fiber segments separated by less than 0.2 m. Section A was 45.7 m long and taped under
three connected hose segments each of 5.1 cm (2.0 in) diameter and 15.2 m (50.0 ft) length and weighing 9.53 kg. Section B was
75.0 m long and left uncovered. We used a 5.0-kg sledgehammer impacting a metal plate as the seismic energy source. For this
test, we fixed the streamer and acquired ten shots at 5.0 m intervals, starting from and ending at the two ends of the 45.7-m hose-
covered fiber cable. The test recorded 12 GB of continuous DAS data in deformation-rate format at 0.8 m and 2.0 kHz spatial and
temporal sampling intervals, respectively. We then converted deformation-rate data to a strain-rate equivalent using a 12th-order
finite-difference approximation of the spatial first-derivative operator (Yang et al., 2022).

The three columns of Figure 3 present shot gathers 4, 7, and 10, while the upper and lower rows show the shot gathers recorded
on the weighted Section A and uncovered Section B, respectively. The survey geometry corresponding to the two sections is shown
at the top of each panel. The red star indicates the shot points, the thicker dark lines represent the hose-weighted fiber sections, and
the thinner red lines represent uncovered fiber sections.

Figure 4a and 4c respectively present the hose-weighted and uncovered fiber sections of the shot gather shown in Figure 3b,
while Figure 4b and 4d present the associated f − k spectral magnitudes. We observe that the two fiber sections, although they
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Figure 1. Illustrating the DAS land-streamer design deployed during field Test 2. (a) DAS land-streamer module twisted to show the fiber cable
held in place by duct tape to the underside of the hose assembly. Deployed horizontal geophones of the cabled seismic acquisition system are visible
approximately 1.0 m to the right. (b) The PEG-40 accelerated weight drop source (R.T. Clark) and DAS land streamer are shown mounted on the
acquisition vehicle. (c) The towed DAS land-streamer system in the field with a 72.0 m long streamer.

were separated by only 0.2 m apart, recorded significantly different events (indicated by arrows in Figure 4a and 4c). In particular,
the uncovered fiber section (Figure 4c) exhibits high-frequency coherent linear events that travel farther (up to 40 m) and move out
faster (approximately 1.8 km/s) than the events recorded in the weighted section. However, these events are not caused by seismic
waves propagating through the ground; rather, they are the result of the uncovered and poorly environmentally shielded fiber being
disturbed by source energy at the nearby shot location. This energy excites physical waves within the fiber core that propagate with
low loss using the fiber as a wave guide and generate coherent noise that masks the expected surface-wave arrivals. In contrast,
the data from the hose-weighted section do not exhibit this wave-guide behavior and instead show clearer surface-wave arrivals
that diminish in amplitude at farther source-receiver offsets, likely due to local near-surface attenuation. These results suggests that
weighting the fiber with a fire hose (or an equivalent system) not only shields the fiber from external disturbances and environmental
noise, but also significantly improves ground-fiber coupling.

3.2 Field Test 2: Signal quality tests

The second field test compares the signal quality of the DAS land-streamer data with that of data acquired on conventional horizontal
geophones. The test was carried out on a flat 0.5 km gravel-sand section of an earthen embankment located in the western suburbs
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Figure 2. Schematic drawings of DAS acquisition geometry for the two field tests. (a) Hammer seismic test (Test 1) involving a 45.7 m section of
fiber corresponding to the fire hose weighted fiber section (labeled A) with a parallel 75.0 m section of uncovered fiber (labeled B), not to scale. The
uncovered fiber in section A is connected to the DAS interrogator unit. The shot point shown corresponds to the shot gather presented in Figure 4.
(b) The accelerated weight drop test (Test 2) using a 72.0 m streamer section weighted with fire hoses and towed along the survey line with five
repeat shots taken at each geophone station between geophones 24 and 48.

Figure 3. Three representative shot gathers (numbers 4, 7, and 10) from Field Test 1. The top of each panel shows the shot location (red star)
and survey geometry corresponding to Sections A (top panels) and B (bottom panels) of Figure 2a. The thicker dark blue lines represent the hose-
weighted fiber while the thinner red lines represent the uncovered fiber section.
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Figure 4. Shot gathers (left panels) and associated f − k spectra (right panels) for Shot 7 presented in Figure 3b. (a-b) Shot gather recorded on the
hose-weighted fiber segment in Section A. (c-d) Shot gather recorded on the uncovered fiber segment in Section B. The shot location (red star) and
survey geometry are indicated over top of the left panels. The two white arrows indicate the energetic early arrivals referenced in the text.

of Denver, Colorado, USA. We used a 72.0 m fiber streamer cable similarly weighted down by five segments of the same fire hose
as in the first test. Figure 1b shows both the survey area and acquisition setup. We also deployed 48 horizontal 10 Hz geophones at
3.048 m (5.0 ft) spacing alongside the land-streamer cable that were oriented parallel to, and offset approximately 1.0 m from, the
streamer fiber (Figure 1a). This acquisition geometry allowed for comparative tests with a maximum of 23 geophones overlapping
the streamer cable at any given time (see Figure 2b).

We recorded a 200 GB continuous stream of data on the Terra15 IU in the deformation-rate format with 0.8-m and 1.0 kHz
spatial and temporal sampling rates, respectively. The geophone signals were recorded using a Geometrics Geode acquisition system
also set at a 1.0 kHz sampling rate. Given the greater distances involved in this experiment compared to Test 1, we employed a R.T.
Clark PEG40 40 kg accelerated weight drop source to impart more energy in the ground than sledgehammering. The seismic source
and DAS land streamer were mounted on an acquisition vehicle via a standard trailer hitch and tow straps (Figure 2b). The IU was
situated at the end of the array at a stable base-station location and not deployed in the source vehicle. The DAS land streamer was
towed between the 24th and 48th geophone, with shot points located every 3.05 m (10.0 ft). At each of the 25 shot locations, we
acquired five repeat weight-drop source strikes for waveform stacking purposes. Because we acquired continuous data records and
no trigger was used to determine time zero of shots, we noted approximate shot times for later extraction of shot-gather records
from the continuous DAS data stream. Extracting DAS shot gathers reduced the data size from a 200 GB to a more manageable
2 GB data volume. We then used a cross-correlation analysis to determine an optimal set of shot times for the purpose of stacking
the DAS shot records from the same source location. The triggered geophone shot records were stacked directly within the Geode
cabled acquisition system.
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Figure 5. Representative raw DAS shot record from Test 2 showing that the first 15 m of source-receiver offset were largely unusable due to
vibrations induced in the fiber by the towing vehicle during accelerated weight-drop acquisition.

Figure 5 illustrates an unexpected acquisition challenge where the first 15 m of source-receiver offset for each shot gather
were largely unusable. The cause of this coherent noise source was the starting portion of DAS land streamer being suspended in
the air because the towing system (i.e., orange straps shown in Figure 1b and 1c) left too little slack in the tow system for cable
to lie completely on the ground. As a result, shot vibrations from the tow vehicle were transferred to the first 15 m of fiber (i.e.,
approximately to the first metal hose connector). A straightforward solution to this issue would be to roll back the towing vehicle
approximately 0.5 m before acquiring a shot so that the straps are loose and the entire streamer is in contact with the ground.

For the purposes of the present experiment, we simply removed the 15 m of unusable data to emphasize the seismic events
visible at farther offsets. We then applied a Butterworth band-pass filter between 0.1 Hz and 80.0 Hz to the remaining offsets
based on the frequency range of interest for waves generated by the accelerated weight-drop source. We subsequently converted the
deformation-rate data to a strain-rate format again using a 12th-order finite-difference approximation of the spatial first-derivative
operator (Yang et al., 2022).

Figure 6a and 6b respectively show strain-rate shot gathers and the associated f − k spectra. The observed surface-wave
signals are relatively weak compared to the contaminating “salt-and-pepper” noise. To improve the shot-record SNR, we applied
iterative trace balancing operation in an x− t window (Fomel, 2007) to reduce the noise and boost signals at farther source-receiver
offsets. Figure 6d presents the f − k spectrum of the shot gather shown in Figure 6c where the surface-wave arrivals of interest
have apparent velocities (i.e., Vapp = df

dk
) between 0.1 km/s and 2.0 km/s.

Because the processed shot-gather data contained residual low-wavenumber and low-frequency noise, we applied a f − k

domain velocity-dip mute filter with a pass-band corresponding to the observed 0.1 km/s and 2.0 km/s apparent velocities. The
filtered panels were then transformed back into the time-space t−x domain using an inverse 2-D Fourier transform. Figure 6e and 6f
presents the resulting shot gather and f − k magnitude spectra after applying the velocity-dip filter. Because the frequencies of
interest from the weight-drop source were lower than 45 Hz (Figure 6d), we further applied a 3-40 Hz band-pass filter to the data
panels. Overall, this filtering strategy reduced the residual low-wavenumber and low-frequency noise and improved surface-wave
arrival continuity. The geophone data were processed using the same workflow as applied to the stacked DAS data.

Figure 7a shows a representative post-processed DAS shot gather. The shot panel is largely consistent in terms of signal
continuity and coherency; however, subtle differences in source signatures and amplitudes are visible and are likely due to fiber-
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Figure 6. Processing of shot gathers and associated f − k magnitude spectra for Test 2. (a) Strain-rate shot gather panel prior to processing and (b)
the associated f − k spectra. (c) Data from (a) after applying the trace balancing and 3-40Hz band-pass filter. (d) corresponding f − k magnitude
spectra. (e) Shot gather from (c) after applying velocity-dip filtering corresponding to a pass-band between 0.1 km/s and 2.0 km/s apparent velocities
and (f) the associated f − k magnitude spectra.

ground coupling or true localized variations in the near-surface geology. Figure 7b displays the corresponding geophone shot gather
to Figure 7a. Figure 7c and 7d show the overlay of geophone data (wiggle plot) on the corresponding DAS shot gather (gray scale).
The surface waves recorded from both sensors display comparable arrival phases and apparent moveout velocities.

3.2.1 DAS and Horizontal Geophone Shot Gather Comparison

We next compare the DAS data with the corresponding traces from horizontal geophones that were offset approximately 1.0 m from
the land-streamer fiber. Figure 8a-8c respectively present a dense raw shot gather from the DAS land streamer, the corresponding
filtered shot gather, and the filtered shot gather subsampled to geophone spacing. Figure 8d and 8e respectively present raw hor-
izontal geophone data corresponding to DAS shot in Figure 8a, followed by filtered geophone shot. We removed three geophone
traces due to faulty connections with the data cable.
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Figure 7. Representative Test 2 shot gathers after post-processing. (a) DAS shot (b) geophone shot corresponding to DAS shot in (a). (c) and (d)
DAS (grey) and corresponding geophone shot gather (wiggle) overlays.

The raw DAS shot record exhibits greater levels of noise as compared to raw geophone shot record; however, these effects
can be easily removed as outlined above. Compared to the processed geophone records, the dense DAS record (Figure 8b) exhibits
improved signal coherency and continuity due to both the natively higher spatial sampling as well as the post-processing workflow
enabled by the higher spatial acquisition density. However, the DAS shot record fails to capture very low amplitude far-offset
direct arrivals when compared to horizontal geophones. The subsampled DAS record (Figure 8c) demonstrates comparable signal
coherency and continuity to the corresponding geophone shot-record (Figure 8e). As demonstrated in Figure 7c and 7d, the surface
waves from the two sensor types, though, exhibit similar arrival phases and apparent moveout velocities.

Figure 9c and 9d display frequency-velocity dispersion panels from the processed DAS and geophone shot gathers respectively
presented in Figure 9a and 9b. We computed these panels using the phase-shift approach (Park et al., 1998, 1999) as implemented
by the open-source MASWaves software package (Ólafsdóttir et al., 2018a,b). The interpreted fundamental Rayleigh wave mode
(R0) displays the greatest energy and is more clearly represented in the DAS velocity-frequency dispersion panels. Higher-order
wave modes (R1 and R2) also are interpreted to be present in both dispersion panels; however, they are more clearly separated with
higher SNR using data from the DAS land-streamer acquisition.
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Figure 8. Representative (a) dense raw DAS data. (b) filtered DAS data of (a) (after trace balancing, bandpass, and f − k filtering). (c) horizontally
subsampled DAS data of (b). (d) raw horizontal geophone data corresponding to DAS shot in (a). (e) filtered horizontal geophone data of (d) (after
similar trace balancing and bandpass as applied to the DAS shot).

Finally, Figure 10 presents the normalized frequency magnitude spectra for combined DAS and geophone shot records. The
dominant frequency bands of the DAS (blue) and geophone (red) records are largely similar, but the DAS data appear to have
slightly better low-frequency response than geophones, likely due to the relatively rapid roll-off in the sensitivity of the 10 Hz
geophones (i.e., 10% sensitivity at 4 Hz). It is worth noting that the PEG-40 accelerated weight drop source used in this test is not
designed to generate sub-4.0 Hz energy; however, the DAS system has an improved lower-frequency response compared to that of
the geophones and could record such energy if it were available from a different energy source.

4 DISCUSSION

Herein we discuss several DAS land-streamer challenges and considerations that affect data quality and acquisition efficiency. We
also present our thoughts on possible DAS land-streamer application use cases.

4.1 Fiber Weighting Considerations

Additional weight on the fiber improves the fiber-ground coupling compared to using the weight of the uncovered fiber alone.
While it may be possible to further enhance coupling by filling the hose with a denser material like water or sand, this approach
may introduce additional complexities such as generating fluid motion inside the hose due to land-streamer movement, decreased
streamer maneuverability, and increased abrasion on the fiber during extended surveying. During the development stages, we tested
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Figure 9. Representative shot gathers recorded on (a) DAS land streamer (after DAS processing) and (b) horizontal-component geophones. (c)
Estimated dispersion image corresponding to DAS shot gather in (a). (d) Estimated dispersion image corresponding to DAS shot gather in (b).

a land-streamer design that incorporated a water-filled hose; however, the inclusion of fluids in the hose generated guided waves,
which introduced significant amounts of unwanted coherent energy.

The armored fiber cable used in the above experiments is only sensitive to ground motion in the axial direction of the fiber. To
improve this directional sensitivity, helically wrapped fiber could be used underneath the hose assembly, which improves sensitivity
in the axial and radial directions (Spikes et al., 2019). Additionally, using armored cable heavier than that used in the above tests
would likely provide improved self-gravitational coupling.

4.2 IU Location Considerations

Our experiments involved an IU situated at the end of the array at a stable base-station location and not in the source vehicle.
Although this effectively isolated the IU from tow-vehicle vibrations, it was less efficient because the fiber cable connecting the
streamer to the IU needed to be constantly safeguarded while the tow vehicle moved forward, which was not only time-consuming
but required an additional person in the field to safeguard the cable. We point out that the IU could reside in a separate trailing
vehicle, which would similarly isolate the IU from shot vibrations and reduce the need for cable management. However, the
stability of the internal IU laser for a system mounted in an acquisition vehicle needs further investigation. While this may not pose
a problem for flat terrain where the IU remains relatively horizontal, one effect of uneven terrain is it may tilt the IU and introduce
laser instabilities that reduce data quality.
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Figure 10. Normalized frequency spectra for the DAS land streamer (blue) and geophone (red) data sets.

4.3 Fiber Array Lengths

Our field tests involving streamers with a 72 m maximum array length (see Figure 5) recorded data with high SNR values to the end
of the array (Figure 6). However, many geotechnical surveys require imaging of shallow features to 50 m or even greater depths.
Achieving this would require a longer fiber array length between 100-200 m. It would be valuable to test the DAS land streamer
with longer segments to determine the operational length limit with the current design. Of course, the effectiveness of an elongated
DAS land-streamer design would depend heavily on surface-terrain conditions.

4.4 Vision for DAS land-streamer usage

Based on the described characteristics, we assert that this developed DAS land streamer could be rapidly deployed for active-source
seismic surveys in highly favorable surface conditions like compacted soils, earthen embankments, or pavement. This would enable
its use in wide range of near-surface seismic characterization applications, including geological mapping, geohazards characteriza-
tion, environmental monitoring, infrastructure evaluation, and geotechnical engineering investigations. Furthermore, when paired
with an autonomous vehicle, a DAS land streamer could also be deployed at difficult-to-access locations including ice sheets,
permafrost, glaciers, and sites contaminated by radioactivity.

5 CONCLUSIONS

We present a DAS land-streamer design for near-surface seismic acquisition that represents a promising alternative to traditional
geophone-based seismic surveying. The system consists of an acquisition vehicle-towed fiber optic cable that is weighted down by
multiple hose segments to improve fiber-ground coupling and provide environmental shielding. Our prototype DAS land streamer
acquired seismic waveforms similar to those recorded by sparser horizontal geophone arrays, but in our experience required reduced
effort and offered faster acquisition speeds due to lower hardware requirements and ease of tow and roll-along versus rolling a
geophone spread. Field trials and our analysis of recorded waveforms suggest that the natively dense spatial sampling capabilities
of modern DAS interrogator units and post-processing workflows enable the recording of high-resolution, unaliased surface-wave
data (and follow-on analysis products such as velocity-dispersion plots) compared to conventionally acquired sparse geophone
array data. While acquiring similar density geophone data can be done using densely spaced geophones, such an acquisition would
significantly increase survey time and effort compared to a DAS land streamer. Comparison of the same spatial density DAS and
geophone data shows comparable seismic waveforms. However, the effectiveness of the DAS land streamer is strongly dependent on
favorable surface conditions for ground-fiber coupling, and there are opportunities for improvements to the design and acquisition
procedure. Overall, these findings suggest that DAS land streamer may offer rapid deployment of seismic sensors in a variety of
geophysical, geological, geotechnical, and environmental near-surface applications.
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